
Ingredients go here

& ‘Guides’ layer can be turned on/off as you please.

MAGENTA line indicates finished size / cutting / fold marks.
BLUE dashed line indicates bleed requirements of 3mm.

To avoid losing important text and images please keep within the GREEN safety
zone. (3mm from the cut/crease lines).

Artwork requirements:
 *All fonts to be outlined
 *All images to be Embedded
 *All images to be a minimum of 300dpi
 *Artwork is preferred in original Adobe illustrator eps OR ai format however,
   if the artwork is being created in Indesign or any program other than
   Adobe illustrator please ensure that PDF’s retain all original layers intact.

For further assistance in setting your artwork please contact our sales team.
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Chocolate Box Casket Template



Ingredients go here

& ‘Guides’ layer can be turned on/off as you please.

MAGENTA line indicates finished size / cutting / fold marks.
BLUE dashed line indicates bleed requirements of 3mm.

To avoid losing important text and images please keep within the GREEN safety
zone. (3mm from the cut/crease lines).

Artwork requirements:
 *All fonts to be outlined
 *All images to be Embedded
 *All images to be a minimum of 300dpi
 *Artwork is preferred in original Adobe illustrator eps OR ai format however,
   if the artwork is being created in Indesign or any program other than
   Adobe illustrator please ensure that PDF’s retain all original layers intact.

For further assistance in setting your artwork please contact our sales team.
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Ingredients go here

Place artwork in the Artwork layer
& ‘Guides’ layer can be turned on/off as you please.

MAGENTA line indicates finished size / cutting / fold marks.
BLUE dashed line indicates bleed requirements of 3mm.

To avoid losing important text and images please keep within the GREEN safety
zone. (3mm from the cut/crease lines).

Artwork requirements:
 *All fonts to be outlined
 *All images to be Embedded
 *All images to be a minimum of 300dpi
 *Artwork is preferred in original Adobe illustrator eps OR ai format however,
   if the artwork is being created in Indesign or any program other than
   Adobe illustrator please ensure that PDF’s retain all original layers intact.

For further assistance in setting your artwork please contact our sales team.
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